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Seeking a challenging career where prior experience, personal ability, and a 
commitment to professionalism would be utilized to maximize resources, profitability,
and customer satisfaction. My goal is to secure a career with a company that enables
me to gain further experience while enhancing the organizations productivity and 
reputation through excellent service. The position should allow for personal and 
professional growth commensurate with achievements.

EXPERIENCE

Replenishment Analyst III
ABC Corporation - 2013 – 2015

 Advanced account management with emphasis on creating strong 
relationships and professional rapport with customers, driving force 
behind account and process improvements long term, identifying 
trends causing order blemishes/defects, coach internal and external 
customers on buying habits for accuracy and overall profitability, 
strong verbal and written communication.

 Received recognition for exceptional performance with direct 
customer interactions and producing solutions at Coca-Cola by 
utilizing standard procedures/working across multiple teams to 
analyze opportunities to provide system and process solutions that 
meet or exceed both the vendor and customer needs and 
expectations.

 Advanced training in SAP systems and Microsoft Office applications.
 Advanced knowledge of the Outlook shared email vs.
 Responsible for the bulk of customer service transactions in the 

organization, ex deductions, research of order defects and their 
causes buyer habits causing 
overweight/underweight/expedites/issues at delivery-quantity/quality 
discrepancies, etc.

 Provided single point of contact for buyers, responsible for receiving 
phone calls and emails from customers/internal stakeholders, and 
entering interaction in database for metric purposes as well as 
helping both internal and external customers with the utmost service 
level.

 Responsible for working with appropriate plants nationwide 
depending on brand ordered to resolve issues and provide resolution.

Replenishment Analyst 
Delta Corporation - 2005 – 2006

 Responsible for analyzing sales trends across to identify opportunities
to balance inventory Worked closely with European markets to 
maximizes sales .
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 Contribute to divisional training by creating standardized reporting.
 Restocked isles for order selectors using a standup forklift; Selected 

orders for shipment; Assisted with shipping/receiving; Performed 
breakdowns .

 Produce analytical support to maximize the return on inventory 
investment, maximize the effectiveness of preseason set and ensure 
that customer .

 WAL-MART REPLENISHMENT ANALYST 2015-present Work with WMs 
replenishment team to verify forecasts are correct.

 Accountable for Wal-Marts in-stock percentage.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant

to your current role.

EDUCATION

 Bachelor Of Business Administration - (Abilene Christian University - 
Abilene, TX)

SKILLS

Excel, Financial Analysis, Financial Modeling, Accounting, Forecasting, Inventory 
Management.
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